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Abstract
Cinema is a medium of possibilities. The trajectory of cinema is not beholden to a single future. Its
intent is to sketch out a framework of transformation in an ever-changing cinematic landscape. A
landscape which recognizes its genealogy from analog film to digital cinema, from attending
spectatorial witness to performative intervention upon the object of vision, environment and ourselves.
Contemporary cinema has not forgotten its roots; strongly grounded in the past, but receptive to
innovation, modification and transition. This is clearly seen in the current cinematic landscape which
emphasizes the spectatorial experience 1 — participating in its unfolding, part of its presence, but more
than anything the ontology of cognitive recognition, affects, and bodily perceptions. Cinema, a timebased, temporally specific occasion, has long established an encounter which addresses spectatorial
experience, but now may no longer require the form of time, space and agency to produce a narrative. I
will consider the combination of sounds and moving-images that give credibility to ‘here’ and ‘now,’ and
their relation to spectator. The intersection of the cinematic dispositif 2 and the elusive spectator has
been at the center of a rich debate since the late twentieth century. The cinematic spectator has gone
through transformations and modifications, even shifting focus from ocular to haptic. The reference
models comprise the work and theories of Jean-Louis Baudry, Laura Mulvey, Christian Metz, Vivian
Sobchack, Gene Youngblood, and Laura U. Marks. Their contributions, moving from an ocular-centric
epistemology of the late-twentieth century to an embodied, tactile, proprioceptive experience in the
twenty-first century, have brought forth an ontology which provides deep consideration to the cinematic
spectator within a live performance space.
The following theoretical investigation focuses on the expansion of contemporary cinema and
what constitutes a spectatorial experience in the twenty-first century. I argue for a theoretical framework
of metamorphosis in a form of contemporary cinema, namely Live Cinema, which engenders affective
movements in the spectatorial experience. The performer and spectator in a live cinema performative
setting are met with communicative exchanges entrenched in participation, improvisation, human
agency, and communal relationships. Both parties enter an affectively composed journey built on
proprioception, accidental performative occurrences, visceral desires, and ephemeral behavior. These
developments in a live cinema framework are witness to a shift towards immediacy, spontaneity,
immersion, and engagement found in an intuitive encounter with live performance components,
mediatization and instrumentation; a practice which becomes visible in a real-time fractal performance
space.
Keywords: affect, bodily presence, engagement, live cinema, mediatization, mobility, spectator,
spectatorial experience, temporality.

Defined as an immersive cinematic event which engages the audience in an affective, proprioceptive, even mobile encounter reliant on
moving-images, soundscapes, instrumentation, or orchestral presentations.
2
The term dispositif is commonly translated into English as “apparatus” or “device.” Prominently used by French philosopher Michel Foucault
to refer to various mechanisms of administrative, institutional and physical knowledge and power within the structures of the social body.
For reasons of clarity, this text will use utilize the term as the cinematographic apparatus.
1
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“What was cinema? Rows and rows of people sitting still (and who in any other human
occupation sits still for 120 minutes?), all looking in one direction (the world is all around you –
not just in front of us), in the dark (man is not a nocturnal animal). With a cinema with
characteristics like this, perhaps the sooner dead, the better.”
— Peter Greenaway
Scholar and artist Annalaura Alifuoco, in her
essay ‘Alive’ Performance: Toward An Immersive
Activist Philosophy, says that the event of
performance “foregrounds the work of the
(un)conscious on real and imaginary times and
spaces, curating a sustained on-goingness that
unfolds an affective experience in presence, and
as present: in the ‘here and now’ (2017, 128). For
the spectator, cinema is a medium of affection;
an experience that configures a concept of time
and space. However, bodily-awareness and selfperception shape a construct which reconsiders
the norm; challenging the notion of spatial
capture or closure instead seeking the
fragmentation of the present cinematic
dispositif. The shift from strictly an attendance
place to a performance space is found in
cinema’s emphasis towards the spectator — a
concept which delves into spectatorial bodily
presence, temporality, affect, meditization,
mobility, engagement, and the phenomenon of
Live Cinema 3 — an emerging genre within the
media
arts
that
merges
experimental
approaches to narrative and non-narrative
moving-image
making
with
aspects
of
performance and live music. Both signal a new
direction in the current cinematic landscape.
An example of this type of cinematic work is
Last and First Men (2017), produced by the late
Icelandic composer (and first time director)
Jóhann Jóhannsson. A live cinema performance
that combines film, narration by actress Tilda
Swinton and a live score from Jóhannsson and
the BBC Philharmonic is a multimedia work
based on the cult novel of the same name by
British science fiction writer Olaf Stapledon. Last
and First Men was shot on black and white 16mm
film in the former Yugoslav republics with
cinematographer Starla Brandth Grøvlen. Last
and First Men is meant to blur the lines between
fiction and documentary (Figure 1).
3

The author would like to acknowledge the approach and techniques
devised by legendary American filmmaker Francis Ford Coppola
regarding Live Cinema. While his book, Live Cinema and Its Techniques,
is recognized and reviewed, Coppola’s approach to Live Cinema does
not align with my methodology, research and media practice of Live
Cinema.
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The work stands as proof to a contemporary
live cinematic experience. The live performance
factors favor the use of a real-time score,
ephemeral actions in regards to lighting,
moving-imagery, and orchestral conducting. The
one-night engagement plays into the aspects of
a live cinema performance. If performed again,
no action would be identical. Last and First Men
affords credit to practitioners working in a vital
field of cinematic performance; awarding
importance to the trajectory of the cinematic
dispositif. Last and First Men is a testament to
the incorporation of analog instrumentation and
performance components which emphasize live
components and stimulate the spectatorial
experience (Figure 2).

Fig. 1: The late composer (and first time director) Jóhann
Jóhannsson and cinematographer Starla Brandth Grøvlen on
location in the former Yugoslav republics shooting Last and
First Men - © photo Starla Brandth Grøvlen.

This leads to my objective which gives
particular attention to the role of spectatorship
in the current cinematic topography. A spectator
is unknown, unlimited and undefinable in mass.
However, individually, every spectator is
different from one another. To quote the late
filmmaker Andrei Tarkovsky (in his book
Sculpting in Time), “A book read by a thousand
different people is a thousand different books,”
summarizes the cinematic spectator as
individuals of contrast, distinction, and diversity.
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Fig. 2: The late Icelandic composer Jóhann Jóhannsson in
preparation for Last and First Men live performance at
Manchester International Festival 2017
© photo Donald Christie.

A spectatorial experience is disparate due
to a few characteristics. The structure of
characteristics is fashioned by the way a
spectator was raised, where they were born, life
experiences, and social affiliation. The pliancy of
a spectator is what makes their position in the
cinematic landscape malleable. Based on
practices of affect, modalities, and conditions of
vision, a cinematic spectator becomes an active
participant. It is a foundation of active
participation which notes the transition from
spectatorial
attendance
to
spectatorial
performance. My objective is to establish a
theoretical framework that examines the
emerging genre of Live Cinema and the
spectatorial
experience
in
a
real-time
performance space. This thesis examines three
case studies of Live Cinema. The intent is to map
conceptual components of live cinema onto
each study, placing spectatorial experience at
the center. The following work will trace various
descriptions of spectatorship, characteristics of
engagement in cinema, and interpretation of
agency in a relatively new cinematic genre. As
this work negotiates spectatorial activity or
passivity, manipulation of or resistance to
moving imagery, I will discuss the role of
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spectatorship in a live cinema performance
space. The foundation of my methodology
considers the journey of the spectator during a
live cinema performance through the agency of
engagement, convergence and communicative
exchanges of images, sounds, temporality,
process, encounter, and mobility.
If the traditional cinematic setting positions
the spectator in a fixed arrangement, it is the
fractal environment of Live Cinema, which seeks
to disrupt the established environment. The
traditional cinematic framework concerns itself
with pace and an overall narrative structure
based on one editing process. The traditional
cinematic approaches can incorporate visual
effects, special effects, montage, sound, and
editing techniques which are systems of suture 4.
Far more important in a live cinema framework
is the informative exchange between spectator
and performer. It is within a communicative
network or transaction which separates live
cinema from the traditional cinematic dispositif.
Such communicative exchanges between
performer and spectator consider presentation
space. If the traditional cinematographic
dispositif is enclosed within four walls, a
projector fitted behind the audience and a vinyl
coated, magnesium carbonate screen in front of
the spectator then the occupied space of live
cinema is fractal. It can be a gallery space, an
open-air setting, museum video spaces,
performance theater spaces or residential space.
Live cinema is not beholden to a conventional
space. Instead, live cinema is a reconfiguration
of the universal theatrical dispositif (Figure 3).

Fig. 3: Spectators at Live Cinema Festival 2020 — Rome, Italy
© Live Cinema Festival, Rome.

4

A system of suture, a technique used by cinema, is designed to make
the spectator forget the camera is doing all the looking.
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To dismantle and reconfigure the elements
of the traditional apparatus, according to Holly
Willis, is to “craft an event that straddles the
boundary between mediated experience and live
performance” (2016, 67). Live Cinema, a form of
real-time, sonic and ocular performances, is a
genre which thrives on the concept of “liveness.”
The real-time performance can consist of
repeated and non-repeatable actions which
shifts the spectator from traditional cinematic
spaces to displacement in fragmented places. It
is a genre dedicated to moving-imagery and
sounds with elements of traditional cinema. The
distinguishing characteristic of “liveness” found
in Live Cinema is its relationship to ”context of
presentation” (Fodel 2013, 1). The architectural
framework within this genre is due to the
incorporation and understanding for live
components in the performance space. Moving
beyond traditional cinema, which relies heavily
on montage, pacing, editing, and linear
narratives, Live Cinema is a conduit for
communicative exchanges between performer
and spectator done with the fragmentation or
random access of images, sounds, and
temporality. According to David Fodel, a live
cinema practitioner “takes center stage and the
actions of the performer are foregrounded”
(2013, 6). The role of a live cinema practitioner
within the fragmented space is to provoke
transition, movement and atmosphere among
spectators. It is a fusion of both parties which
generates a live environment, pushing towards a
convergence of abstraction or non-linear
narrative. The practitioner may hold the keys to
systems, a network of images and sounds, even
an assemblage of story direction, but the
spectator provides the incorporation of live
components. In the displacement of fragmented
spaces, the spectator produces the other half to
the performance grid of mediated experience.
The fusion of practitioner and spectator
becomes more cinema as event through the
connectivity of each participant. They are
components of a presentation which relies on
both to contextualize historical content and
comprehend boundaries of form. A live cinema
performance “equivocates between the sense
that we exist in a world characterized not by
concrete spatial boundaries and fixed temporal
coordinates, but instead by a mobile,
accelerating experience of fluidity and flows”
(Willis 2016, 68). It is at this intersection of
networked assemblage (of moving-images and
sounds), between the cracks in spatial and
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temporal fissures and the tension between
conscious and unconscious desires a live
environment not only exists, but blossoms in the
reworked model of spectatorship.
A recent work, dXYcourZe, by multimedia
artist Livia Ribichini capitalizes on a networked
assemblage of live cinematic practices and
presentation. Constructed in 2020 during
quarantine, Ribichini’s live performance work is
a living, breathing, even participatory entity
which examines the drive to break free from
solitude, and push for a connection in an
isolated pandemic world. dXYcourZe approaches
the internet and online space, with humanity,
along with the use of numerous platforms
including social media, meeting spaces and
advertisements. Thematically, she questions our
relationship with computers and our everyday
consumption of endless content online. It’s total
entertainment forever or “digital capitalism and
it functions with dictatorship of the appearance;
full of inputs on every screen” (Ribichini,
“dXYcourZe”).

Fig. 4: A pure synesthetic discourse between machines and
humans is at the center of Livia Rib’s dXYcourZe — Live
Cinema Festival 2020 — Rome, Italy © photo Livia Rib.

Fig. 5: Livia Rib performs her living, participatory work
dXYcourZe at Live Cinema Festival 2020 — Rome, Italy
© photo Livia Rib.
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As Ribichini navigates the realm of
computers and the internet influence on our
daily lives, she unravels, from a performance
space, how machines construct a symphony of
colors (red—green—blue) and dialogue (Figures 4
& 5). The spectatorial experience breaks down
the presumptive ownership of humans (how we
don’t own everything) and hands over control to
machines. The subjectivity of machines in the
performance examines the live components of
exchange between spectator and performance.
The work converges at the intersection of bodily
presence
and
mediatization.
dXYcourZe
beautifully takes the spectator hostage with its
symphonic
presentation of primary colors,
trying to engage in a human-machine discourse,
an analog-digital call and response within a live
performance space.
The 21st century cinematic spectator is one
who abandons concrete spatial and temporal
boundaries, instead to direct attention to live
cinematic environments; pushing towards a shift
in mobility, engagement, convergence, process,
and communicative exchanges (through movingimagery and sounds). The 21st century spectator
remains flexible to accommodate contrasting
configurations in technology. It is quite clear the
“oscillation between no longer being and still
being a film spectator largely depends on
cinema’s intermingling with other media”
(Casetti 2015, 193). The agency and activity of the
spectator in live cinema is defined by
interaction, fragmented environments, bodily
recognition 5, and suspension of time and space.
Speaking to the role of spectator in the context
of encounter with a performance, Thomas
Elsaesser, states, “It suspends me: I wait for the
unique moment of rupture, I attach myself to or
fantasize para-narrative elements; I experience a
configuration of time-space, which puts me in a
different relation to self-perception and bodyawareness—no longer the kairos or chronos of
linear narrative but an un-pulsed time of ‘too
much and ‘not enough’” (2017, 130). The 21st
century spectator, a fragmented cinematic
model, is determined by a list of acts in a set of
live performance components. Aside from being
defined by moving-images, medium, and body, a
21st century model is conducted through
encounter of variable parts. A viable conjunction
is necessary between variables of space, time,
An affective experience which acknowledges the proprioceptive
actions (and reactions) of the human body. This notion
characterizes the following analyzed works of performative
practices in a live cinema environment.

5
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and agency. The first act of agency is mobility.
Inside the fractal performance space a spectator
is able to move freely thus creating encounters
with the performer, performance or other
spectators. The second act of agency is
engagement or convergence upon and within a
space. In the act of encounter the spectator is in
position to converge on numerous places within
the space or confront another spectator. In
addition, the spectator can engage with a
performance through bodily recognition or
suspension of time and space. A third act of
agency is process. The performance by way of
design is to enact action from the spectator
based on a performer’s decisions. Performance
choices will shift the spectator to take action
throughout the performance space. Spectator
choices and the agency of performance design is
a process which leads to a connective encounter
between both parties. Communicative exchanges
based on the performance design of movingimages and sounds assists with connectivity and
interrelationships amongst spectator and
performer. Through modes of audiovisual
presentation or nodes of intersection (based on
spectator position — movement or static in a
performance space) the performative encounter
situates the spectator in a unique position of
self-awareness and bodily recognition through a
shift of time and space based on a call and
response of moving-images and sounds.

Fig. 6: Media artists Tarik Barri and Lea Fabrikant perform Zo
at Live Cinema Festival 2020 — Rome, Italy
© Live Cinema Festival, Rome.

The live cinema presentation Zo, developed
and performed by media artists Tarik Barri and
Lea Fabrikant, which is a performance in
constant evolution, is grown out of variable parts
secure in space, time and agency. It is a
performance which constitutes a singular
expression, driving towards a final form that “is
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never achieved” (Fabrikant, “Zo“). As with
dXYcourZe, Zo is a living performance that is
continually in flux. It builds upon several live
cinema components like temporality, mobility,
bodily presence and affective engagement with
spectator. Zo exists as a juxtaposition of creation
and destruction. It patches and compiles these
expressions of moving-image and sound by way
of computer programming, voice, musical
instrumentation, and improvisation to address
the fractal performance space in which
performer and spectator live. The manipulation
of temporality in Zo recognizes spectator
mobility (past presentations have included
intimate performances with friends sitting or
standing; even consuming dinner to recent
performances at Live Cinema Festival 2020 with a
large audience (socially distanced) primarily
sitting throughout the duration of the
performance (Figure 6). A final note regarding Zo
is the fusion between performer and spectator in
the push to recognize bodily presence and
affective engagement. Similar to Fugitive Time
(live performance by American media artist and
experimental filmmaker Janie Geiser), Zo ushers
the spectator on a journey of engagement
through unpredictability, unorthodox moments
of confusion to exist in a fragmented space in
which the final form is never attained.
The 21st century spectatorship is one
moving beyond concrete spaces and moving into
fractal places. The aforementioned distinctive
features are an emphasis in the shift within the
cinematic arts towards activity of the spectator
found in a real-time performance framework.
The blurring of boundaries begins with the
execution of non-repeatable constructs with
moving-images and sounds produced by the
performer. A non-repeatable performance
consists of those rendition elements that are not
duplicated, giving rise to disparate actions
within the presentation that do not execute an
exact version for each performance. Movingimages, sounds, instruments, props — all
presentation components can be altered to
produce a unique experience from one
performance to the next. The use of
fragmentation to engage, even entice a spectator
is done with the architecture of narrative (or lack
thereof) design. The piecemeal of images,
sounds, fluctuation in temporality assist in
pinpointing a spectator who is mobile, even
shifting from presence to absence in a fractal
performance space. The spectator is constantly
54

in a state of fluctuation. She is navigating
contrasting perceptions of bodily recognition
through an abstract suspension of time-space.
This is due in part not only by the actions of the
performer, but by and large due to the
convergence, actions and movements of the
spectator. The interaction of spectator and
performer, configuration of time-space and
bodily consciousness is predicated on the
dissolution of narrative design. The role of the
spectator, according to Willis, is to ”assume the
role of the one who arrives early, the one who
arrives late, in the middle, (always in the
middle), and who is always already leaving early.
To identify with all aspects of this hesitancy that
knows nothing but beautiful radical indecision”
(2016, 70). The spectatorial experience is
perpetually in a position of indecision, entering
the fractal space at different moments or phases
of a performance. The fragments of a
performance become influential to the
spectatorial construct, allowing for freedom in
the space on how the presentation is consumed,
absorbed, considered, explained, and ultimately
experienced.
The spectatorial construct found in
ScanAudience, developed and performed by
media artists Gianluca Sibaldi and the duo
SCHNITT (Marco Monfardini and Amelie Duchow),
is a watershed moment for Live Cinema. The site
specific audio/video performance uses a
scanner, specially designed by the artists, to
“read” the performance space of any subject
(human or non-human) which can, also, include
architecture or other inanimate objects. By
design a bar of light captures or “scans” in realtime, “overpassing in several sequences the
audience, analyzing the characteristics related to
people’s body shape, height, clothing color and
material,” all which translates into images and
sounds
(Duchow
and
Monfardini,
“ScanAudience”). Through memorization of basic
data information by a high resolution sensor and
a network of five computers, the process
operates in a sequence of vertical and horizontal
scans. Astonishingly, each spectator generates
their own personal images and sounds thus
becoming the “protagonist of the show” (Duchow
and Monfardini, “ScanAudience"). Uniquely,
based on a neural network and computer vision
algorithm
developed
by
the
artists,
ScanAudience concurrently generates individual
spectator images and sounds, but produces a
new sonorous visual environment (Figures 7 & 8).
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Fig. 7: The audience becomes “protagonist” during
ScanAudience performance — Gijón, Spain
© photo Elena De la Puente.

Unveiled at L.E.V. (Laboratorio de
Electrónica Visual) 2019, ScanAudience creates a
collision with the spectator (fixed position)
through the acknowledgment of the spectatorial
experience, handing over partial control thus
leading to an immersive performance space. The
call and response presentation design between
performer and spectator recognizes the active
not passive spectatorial experience. Even if the
spectator is in a traditional, fixed position no
longer static but now a live component to the
performance. The separation, even clear
definition of spectator and performer positions
and actions, begins to blur in ScanAudience as
the fragmented, active performance space
produces a concise definition to a live cinema
performance.

Fig. 8: Media artists Gianluca Sibaldi and the duo SCHNITT
(Marco Monfardini and Amelie Duchow) perform
ScanAudience at L.E.V. 2019 — Gijón, Spain
© photo Elena De la Puente.

convergence and modes of communication
found in the presentation of audiovisual
assemblages. The live cinema spectator resides
in this space to enact contact, experience
suspension of time-space and to arrange an
encounter with performer and fractured
narrative elements. At this juncture of
convergence and engagement, spectator and
performer enter a sustained position of contact
via the interplay of affective communication but,
also, form an alliance of internal transformation
by way of live components. Internal
transformation for the spectator during a
performance is about what can’t be seen or
verbalized, but about what is felt. The invisible
compliments the visible. Moments of silence,
suspension of time or space, a shift in narrative
can trigger grand moments without a constant
barrage of action. According to Elsaesser, the
performance, “helps to imply connectivity and
interrelatedness and points to the materiality of
place and location, of a network or relations
connecting production sites to exhibition sites,
mindful of the mobility, modes of transmissions,
and nodes of intersection that enable spectators
to carry with them this internalized (idea and
experience of) cinema across different screens
and viewing conditions” (2017, 98). The spectator
journey, far from the traditional cinematic
setting and its canonical places, is driven by
techniques in real-time performance spaces. A
fractal space, mobility, fluctuation in narrative, a
suspension in time, and an expansive spatial
transformation speaks to the spectator in live
cinema. As the spectator crosses into the
performance space, explores an encounter with
the event, and passes through their journey to
the other side a period of experience occurs
which is not analogous or repeatable to another.
This intersection in the performance space by
the spectator is the “live” experience.
I will now map the spectatorial experience
in a live cinema environment based on modes of
performative practices and the use of
audiovisual components onto three case studies.
The following case studies include Tulse Luper
Suitcases (VJ Performance) - Peter Greenaway,
SuperEverything - The Light Surgeons, and
Fugitive Time - Janie Geiser.

A radical indecision in the fragmented
space, in part, is due to the process of mobility,
Vol. 8, No 1 (2021) on-line | ISSN 2393-1221 | www.journalonarts.org
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Case Study #1 — Tulse Luper Suitcases (VJ
Performance) — Peter Greenaway
Using up to six screens (twelve at most),
Peter Greenaway performs a multimedia project
(includes films, performances, installations, and
sites) which culls from a database of cinematic
history. It is a project which bridges the gap
between boundaries, choices, even limits in the
new century of cinematic arts. The VJ (video
jokey) Performance finds Greenaway maximizing
the power of traditional cinema through the lens
of spectatorial engagement and media
assemblages. Tulse Luper Suitcases follows
“Luper, a ‘professional prisoner,’ who has left 92
suitcases scattered across the globe; each case
containing collections designed to represent
cinematic history. This performance is an early
presentation of Live Cinema. In essence, it plays
more as a VJ performance than what has come to
be known as Live Cinema. It is a cutting-edge
performance due to its migration from the
traditional cinematic setting, moving into the
fractured space of contemporary cinema,
drawing upon a multi-channel presentation
which utilizes special effects, sonic explorations,
and manipulation of time-based visuals. The
breadth of the journey through Tulse Luper
Suitcases is a glimpse into the possibilities of
future cinema. Its gestation is an indicator to the
shifting role of spectatorship in Live Cinema and
how it evokes live components in each
performance.
The performance space is situated with
multiple screens positioned one right after
another encircled by a seated or standing
audience. The amount of screens varies. Most
performances consist of six screens in an openair setting. Greenaway commands and controls
the real-time visual performance by means of a
touch-sensitive plasma monitor. The monitor
consists of an interface of visual programming
language, designed specifically for the project,
which allows the operator to manipulate, alter or
remix the direction of the narrative. Throughout
the performance Greenaway can pull from an
archive of moving-images. The cue to explore
the visual contents of each suitcase (or episode)
is prompted by a number (color coded red or
yellow) found on various vector points within the
frame. Due to the freedom to dismantle the
traditional cinematic linearity, Greenaway shifts
the audiovisual performance, allowing for no act
to be exactly the same. In addition, Greenaway is
accompanied by DJ Radar, a renowned
56

performer in electronic and experimental music.
As with mixing visuals live, music is no different
in the performance. DJ Radar mixes an aural set
which, too, is non-repeatable from act to act.
Greenaway is author of a non-repeatable
narrative, situated in front, rapidly changing
moving-images and temporality all by the touch
of a finger. He captains a large touch screen of
accessible data which gives privilege to the
authorship of his narrative direction. The blurred
boundaries of fragmented design evoke
participation even from a fixed position. The
spectator has the opportunity to become
concurrently absent and present. The project is a
massive data mining of cinematic history. The
revolutions and repetition of footage blend and
blur the spatial and temporal environment
within a live cinematic space. At the nexus of the
performance resides the spectator who is not
immediately elide with the project, but instead
shifts towards a courier of information. The
spectator becomes a body of consumption
through the manipulation of inexactness in a
real-time performance. As Greenaway questions
the limits of traditional cinema, so does the
spectator. The spectator wrestles with narrative
manipulation, new cinematic models and a twoway relationship with the performer. The
relationship of moving-imagery and sound
within the context of public space is redefined to
evoke a collective experience from all
participants — performer and spectator.
As live components unfold in real-time, the
spectator can experience a suspension in time
and space due to actions related to nonrepeatable images and sounds. Tulse Luper
Suticases’ design is for a mobile spectator
providing a fragmented environment, conducive
to self-perception and bodily awareness; a
venture into a network of communication by way
of non-repeatable audiovisual components.
Greenaway’s modes of transmission are
effective, setting off nodes of intersection for
performer and spectator through the exchange
of non-repeatable moving-images and sounds.
The agency of encounter is still intact without
mobility based on project design giving rise to a
performer process that intends to produce
connectivity and an interrelated experience.
Greenaway’s exhibition of Tulse Luper
Suitcases is a plethora of choices. His utilization
of a non-linear narrative design affords the
performative work to breathe and pulse with the
connected, fixed spectator. The rotation of
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moving-images, sounds and shift in temporality
alter audience interpretations. The spectator is
witness to a performative design which provokes
a lived experience in a real-time performance
space.

Case Study #2 — SuperEverything — The
Light Surgeons
Pioneers in the audiovisual art practice, The
Light Surgeons, an art collective (comprised of
Christopher Thomas Allen and Tim Cowie) in
operation since 1995 based in London have been
producing a diverse range of projects that blur
the interplay of unconscious desires, social
ethics, visceral experiences, and identity. At the
intersection of the cinematic arts, The Light
Surgeons challenge the performative aspects of
Live Cinema. A driving force in SuperEverything is
how performance, especially with the integration
of analogue production tools, is simplified for
media artist and the design of performance
instrumentation. The integration of technology
can complicate the performance. For The Light
Surgeons a performative relationship between
artist and spectator is paramount. Technology
can create a divide when in reality the
performance is meant to converge both parties.
In SuperEverything universal themes of the
human condition are questioned as our role as
individuals and a social collective are
scrutinized. The exploration of identity and ritual
enhance the live components found in the
experience through the combination of
performance practices. A live cinema spectator
within SuperEverything is caught in the process
of engagement through physical and online
presence.
The success of SuperEverything relies
heavily on a narrative design which culls from
nine thematic live performance tracks (drawn
from hundreds of hours of film production
material and 6 terabytes of data). As performers,
Allen
and
Cowie,
mathematically
and
methodically hover behind computers, sound
machines and other electronic devices with the
addition of musical collaboration from string
players, SuperEverything is presented through an
elaborate system of screens to a seated
audience.
The fragmented narrative triggers sensation
in its design. The intent is to showcase the
improvised aspects of performance particularly
the risks taken to enact each live component
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and engage the spectator. The performance
breaks from traditional cinematic presentations,
having blurry edges; a form of linguistics that
explores human proximity and community. The
spectatorial presence is found in the shared
language, memories, proximity, and identity of
the performance (Figures 9 & 10). The
performative actions (operation of the
audiovisual components in SuperEverything)
immerse the spectator in modes of the human
condition, home or place, embodiment, and a
sense of community.
An ocular and aural capture from the
spectator through absorption and internal
interpretation of moving images and sounds can
become influenced by the audience. Case in
point, SuperEverything is a space where
spectators can become participants by way of
social media channels. Performance choices
begin each presentation with a social media
screen which displays live updates featuring the
hash tag #SuperEverything. This additional
display screen is a catalyst for spectator
authorship and influence.
A network of audiovisual exchange found in
SuperEverything is reliant on the encounter of
performer and spectator. A transaction occurs
based on moving-images, sounds, special
effects, but most importantly, on a shift in time.
The narrative design and communicative
exchanges collaborate. They work in conjunction
to punctuate the call and response, not only
from the performance, but to obtain an intimate,
fragmented environment for all parties. These
collaborative aspects accentuate the expressive
nature of live cinema in SuperEverything.

Fig. 9: Picture taken from “SuperEverything*” a live cinema
performance created by UK artists The Light Surgeons and
funded by the British Council Malaysia and Arts Council
England. 2013 ©.
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Fig. 10: Picture taken from “SuperEverything*” a live cinema
performance created by UK artists The Light Surgeons and
funded by the British Council Malaysia and Arts Council
England. 2013 ©.

The fabric of SuperEverything lies within the
performative practices which makes note of
spectatorial presence. It presents diverse
spectatorship parameters which serve as
effective
moments
and
experiences.
SuperEverything
delivers
contrasting
technologies and components which accentuate
a performance space of community and somatic
presence. In many ways, SuperEverything
redirects our thinking in the realm of movingimages. It punctuates, through performance as
an encounter, relationships to temporality,
identity, and the human condition. The spectator
resides in a fragmented environment of
communicative channels which generate
conversation, and more importantly choices to
drive the thematic elements of the performance.
SuperEverything exemplifies a holistic live
cinema performance. SuperEverything considers
the spectator in presentation and thematic
designs along with participatory factors which
elicit a live cinema experience.

Case Study #3 — Fugitive Time — Janie Geiser
With a body of artist practice which centers
on performance, film, installation, and visual art,
Janie Geiser, a multidisciplinary artist who
integrates puppetry and performed objects
along with moving-imagery to formulate
participatory
cinematic
installations
and
performances, maximizes the integrative
components found in a live cinematic
performance. Her work is devoted to the
disruption of boundaries by a mix-and-match
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method of genres which create hybrid works of
intimacy, identity and bodily perception. A
majority of her current work centers on aspects
of life in Los Angeles, namely, murder and the
inability to breathe. A notable work, Fugitive
Time, utilizes these aspects by way of found
items and materials, and collaged elements. In
addition, it borrows from a traditional Japanese
puppet theater structure know as bunraku which
utilizes half-lifesize dolls to act out dramatic
narratives (Figure 11). Fugitive Time explores the
TB medical practices and city planning of early
20th century Los Angeles. Ideas and themes of
body, landscape, identity, memory, and loss are
focal points to the live cinematic performance.
A disparate production of video projections,
numerous moving planes and affectionate
devotion of care from puppets-to-puppets by
way of puppeteers, Fugitive Time recognizes
pleasure that comes from its narrative told
through the assemblage of puppets and exposed
mechanics. Lighting design, surreal movingimages, soundtrack, and moving screens create
an immersive opportunity for the spectator
opposite to a traditional cinema viewer. The
spectator is involved through a transitory
narrative, shifting engagement from world-toworld. The personal space devoted to the
project, constantly shifting in time and space, is
due to the use of rolling scrim panels which also
act as video projection surfaces and the
formation of walls between spectator and
performance. The viewing experience of Fugitive
Time is an intimate event of bodily recognition,
self-perception,
and
temporality.
The
intersection of these live performance
components become visceral, a framework that
lends credibility to the performance and
transcends the artifice. It is the framework of live
cinema components which engage a spectatorial
experience of Fugitive Time.
The afforded performance space carries
strong indicators of time and place. The
fragmented space begins to “imply a special type
of viewing subject, highly aware of itself and its
surroundings and thus receptive to reflection,
introspection, and auto-reflection” (Elsaesser
2017, 126). Fugitive Time disrupts the traditional
identity of spectator, instead pushes towards a
highly aware, introspective subject who
recognizes self-perception through wooden
faces, appendages and mechanics. The
recognition of body with identification to
puppets drives towards the sense of texture, a
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desire towards self-awareness of life given to
half-lifesize dolls. The moments of spectatorial
self-perception come into focus by creation of
momentary
fictional
spaces,
cinematic
projections and the intersection of visceral
periods of pleasure (Figure 11). A glaring
difference, and decisive shift from traditional
cinema in Fugitive Time is the pleasure of
spectator witnessing.

Fig. 12: Puppeteer controls Bunraku–inspired puppet during
Fugitive Time performance against integrated live “filmperformance” comprised of found, constructed, and collaged
elements © photo Janie Geiser.

Fig. 11: Puppeteers perform during a presentation of Janie
Geiser’s Fugitive Time © photo Janie Geiser

The moments of witness for the spectator
transcend artifice, giving credibility to the act of
live cinema components. In Fugitive Time, “no
longer are we swept away into another world;
instead, we exist in a parallax experience of
witnessing not just the story but also exploring
its edges and mechanics” (Willis 2016, 86). The
edges of temporality and inner workings of the
project engage the spectatorial experience by
way of projected video, live performance,
expressive lighting, and captivating sounds. The
performative design is an invitation, which
crosses
boundaries,
to
experience
unpredictable, even unfamiliar spaces which
evoke intense periods of loss, memory, identity,
and body. According to author and scholar
Rebecca Schneider (what she terms ‘fugitive’) is
time which, “regains the charge of past
memories on the run in the present. These leaky,
syncopated, errant moments playing in the
crossfire of time can make things feel “a little
uncanny, or dislocated, or unsettling, or queer”
(Alifuoco 2017, 128). The actions of live cinema
components in Fugitive Time set forth an
intersection
between
parameters
of
unpredictability, witnessing and errant moments
of dislocation to define the spectator as a
transitory passenger moving between each
crafted world.
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The disparate aspects of Fugitive Time lend
itself to an assemblage of storytelling which
gives consideration to the spectator, their role in
the transitory world of fiction and exposed
mechanics along with the use of multimedia to
communicate in an intimate fashion. Fugitive
Time intersects worlds, engaging time and space
to create an environment of fragmentation,
which gives development to live cinema
components. The suspension between fiction
and non-fiction, a transitory spectator, and the
witness and exposure to media and mechanics
produces a system and assemblage of
temporality
and
embodiment
between
performer and spectator.
Live Cinema is not rows upon rows of
people looking in one direction in the dark. It is
an apparatus that disassembles, even
reconfigures, the conventional notions of
cinema. It blends components of a traditional
cinematic presentation with elements of a realtime performance space. Within a system of
networked assemblage of images and sounds
exists the fracture of conventional spatial and
temporal boundaries. It is at this intersection of
media driven live performances Live Cinema
exists.
Cinema is a medium of discovery. It has
afforded
the
spectator
possibilities
in
immersion, mobility, encounter, transition, and
modification. Cinema’s ability to relocate and
redefine its identity in other environments and
dispositives is recognized by its ability to also
remain the same. The presence under new
guises or reinvention of its genealogy reaffirms
cinema’s permanence in our social architecture.
Cinema today seeks out new terrain to look
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inward, it searches to locate original and
unexpressed positions. Presentation and
performance spaces can be living rooms, gallery
spaces, media devices, public centers, or they
can engage new media. The contemporary
cinematic shift, with the spectatorial experience
in mind, is a push for renewal.
An encounter of the contemporary
spectatorial experience, built on bodily cognition
and proprioception, in cinema challenges the
traditional cinematic apparatus; it considers the
fractal, transforming cinematic performance
space. A spectatorial experience consists of
distinct characteristics which structure social
environments and life occurrences. It is a
malleable experience of influence over
approach, affect, and methods of perception.
These methods and characteristics are what
produce an active cinematic spectator; moving
beyond idle patron to establishment of engaged
performer. In this mode of transformation exists
“liveness.”
Cinema does not seek survival, but renewal.
However, opposition looms in the cinematic arts;
obstruction to maintain life seems imminent and
so is a perilous demise. It could be argued that
the future of cinema, seeking relocation, unsure
of its destination, is a plea to remain a
permanent staple in the socio-economic system.
Furthermore, if cinema is terminal then why the
push to reinvent, reshape, even rewrite its own
history? Is it its shift to renew or restart because
it has no choice or must it simply adapt to
continuous change? Contemporary cinema and
its spectator survive, and are revived due to the
search for new territory. It is the influence of
new factions of spectatorship built around
awareness of the body, proprioception, tactile
exchanges, encounters, mobility in spaces, and
communication (whether verbal or nonverbal)
that provide growth and existence to
contemporary cinema. Cinematic spectatorship,
located in fractal performance spaces, is a
construct of culturally and semantically fraught
exterior points of embodiment, synergy, and
connection. It is the actions of spectator and
performer, who invoke live components,
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preserving the modes, methods, and futures of
cinema by way of flexibility in a social framework
of reinvention. Such live components, a
generation of energy between spectator and
performer, exist in a space that highlights
corporeal motion, ephemeral behavior, and
immersion into chaotic and melancholic
perception. Human agency in a “live”
performative space considers presence, reaction
and/or observation, and spectatorial effect
(upon the performance). A mode or exchange of
“liveness” engenders a crucial component to the
real-time performative traits of Live Cinema.
The live cinematic environment and
components and its relation to Live Cinema
crafts an event that borders between mediation,
a network of abstraction (through a non-linear
narrative), and a hastened, mobile spectatorial
encounter. Live Cinema, a conduit for
fragmentation, transition, and improvisation, is a
presentation space that grants the spectator the
role of active participant. The contemporary
cinematic spectator is the central factor in a
real-time live performance space. Far beyond
concrete established temporal coordinates and
spatial borders rests a spectatorial experience of
fluidity,
systems
of
interaction,
bodily
consciousness, and social encounters.
Cinema is liveness due to a regenerative
shift
in
aspects
not
surrendered
to
mediatization, but instead to activation,
participation,
human
agency,
mobility,
proprioception, communicative exchanges, and
communal relationships. Cinema, a continuation
of life, is a fluid and shifting medium based on
presentation, process, performance, and the
emergence of the spectator. In a call to action,
the spectatorial presence provides a cinematic
performance space accidental opportunities,
visceral pleasure, an intersection of mobile
bodies, transcendence of artifice, and a
meditative
mediator
of
unexpected
consciousness. Cinema is a medium in which the
performer and the spectatorial experience
generate a space to permit a process of
“liveness” to occur.
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Figures
Fig. 1: The late composer (and first time director) Jóhann Jóhannsson and cinematographer Starla Brandth Grøvlen
on location in the former Yugoslav republics shooting Last and First Men — © photo Starla Brandth Grøvlen.
Fig. 2: The late Icelandic composer Jóhann Jóhannsson in preparation for Last and First Men live performance at
Manchester International Festival 2017 — © photo Donald Christie.
Fig. 3: Spectators at Live Cinema Festival 2020 — Rome, Italy © Live Cinema Festival, Rome.
Fig. 4: A pure synesthetic discourse between machines and humans is at the center of Livia Rib’s dXYcourZe — Live
Cinema Festival 2020 — Rome, Italy © photo Livia Rib.
Fig. 5: Livia Rib performs her living, participatory work dXYcourZe at Live Cinema Festival 2020 — Rome, Italy
© Livia Rib.
Fig. 6: Media artists Tarik Barri and Lea Fabrikant perform Zo at Live Cinema Festival 2020 — Rome, Italy
© Live Cinema Festival, Rome.
Fig. 7: The audience becomes “protagonist” during ScanAudience performance — Gijón, Spain © photo Elena De la
Puente.
Fig. 8: Media artists Gianluca Sibaldi and the duo SCHNITT (Marco Monfardini and Amelie Duchow) perform
ScanAudience at L.E.V. 2019 — Gijón, Spain © photo Elena De la Puente.
Fig. 9: Picture taken from “SuperEverything*” a live cinema performance created by UK artists The Light Surgeons
and funded by the British Council Malaysia and Arts Council England. 2013 ©.
Fig. 10: Picture taken from “SuperEverything*” a live cinema performance created by UK artists The Light Surgeons
and funded by the British Council Malaysia and Arts Council England. 2013 ©.
Fig. 11: Puppeteers perform during a presentation of Janie Geiser’s Fugitive Time © photo Janie Geiser.
Fig. 12: Puppeteer controls Bunraku–inspired puppet during Fugitive Time performance against integrated live
“film-performance” comprised of found, constructed, and collaged elements © photo Janie Geiser.
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